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Mittagundi
DIRECTOR’S REPORT 
By Hamish, on behalf of Stacey and Lu-Dog

Winter is well and truly here in The Valley and we are excited! After a big dump of snow early on we 
got some rain which washed a lot of it away. We are now eagerly awaiting the next dump! But I am 
jumping the gun a little, we have been busily running Autumn ten day program for the past few months. 
We had some fantastic courses with young people getting stuck into all aspects of life at Mittagundi. 
The wood chopping, garden bed turning, fencing, orchard pruning, and cake baking has been off the 
charts. The staff have hit their stride, learning the craft of outdoor leadership, whilst also running the 
farm like pro’s. 

We have had an exciting development in the dining room as well with the introduction of some solar 
lights to replace the old gas lanterns. Before you get too worried we think you will all be happy with the 
result. We have managed to stay true to the old style aesthetic by retro-fitting some kero lanterns with 
small lights. Big thanks to Fliss and Chris for coming up with the prototypes last year and a HUGE 
thanks to Matt Gallagher and Anneke for creating and installing our new lighting system.

Autumn came to an end, as it does each year and we have all enjoyed a good break over June to 
recharge and indulge in some very non-Mittagundi activities, like eating ice cream by the tub! We came 
back, dashed down to the big smoke to dance the night away with our cousins from Wollangarra at the 
City Hop, then dashed back to Mittagundi for our first Follow-Up of the year. We took a great bunch of 
young people to Fitzy’s Hut for our winter reccy which was full of sunshine and some surprisingly good 
white stuff to slide around on. As I write this we are waiting with bated breath to welcome in the first of 
our winter programs, all the way from the desert, and we couldn't be more ready for the fun and games 
of winter to begin! 

Also - meet our new milker, Monica cow! She’s come in calf and is 
due in August. Huge thanks to Jakob Malmo who also gave us 

Bucca cow many years ago.  
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Autumn Report  
By Pippa

As the days got colder, the nights longer and the 
number of woollen jumpers required larger, we knew 
winter was coming. The Autumn 10-days had been an 
absolute blast, filled with much laughter and fond 
memories. Some young people may look back on their 
time at Mittagundi and think of days filled with pouring 
rain and the booming sound of Tim’s voice yelling 
“heave!” as they dragged huge logs for our new fence 
posts across the paddock. They may also remember 
the feeling of disbelief when they finally finished the 
long haul, only to see Hamish driving past on the 
tractor, dragging the same wooden posts effortlessly 
behind him. 

We had our fair share of pranksters amongst the 
young people, including a group of girls who took 
utmost pleasure out of collecting worms from the 
freshly dug garden beds and putting them down other 
people’s shirts. How delightful!

Our all-boys program was filled with a number of 
individuals who had a real passion for architecture, as 
was seen through their toilet building on hike. Rather 
than the stock-standard dunny hole, they built a range 
of creative loo designs, featuring intricately arranged 
fences, pathways, dunny-roll holders, and even a toilet 
seat made from an overhanging dead branch. 

We were lucky enough to see snow on the high plains 
multiple times on hikes, and one tent group woke up to 
discover that during the night a bat had flown into their 
tent and left a perfect imprint in the snow. 

The colder weather made us begin to think about our 
dwindling wood supplies, but thankfully we had many 
enthusiastic wood-choppers and stackers to help put 
our minds at ease.

For the slightly more daring young people, chess-
master Tim would play for the next day’s morning tea, 
and despite many attempts by young people, he still 
remains undefeated.
All in all, our Autumn programs were a real hoot and a 
holler, and we’re looking forward to seeing what winter 
will bring!

The imprint of a bat on a tent in the snow

Chess master Tim

Dragging logs in the rain

Frosty mornings at Wild Horse Creek
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Farm News  
Horses
By Tom 

After much anticipation and a meeting with the Freemasons from the area on the matter, we had our 
newest and shyest team member arrive following the Labor Day long weekend. Packer is slowly 
learning the tricks of the Mittagundi trade from a mixture of resources, Sampson being the primary 
exemplar of a Mittagundi pack horse, and might I add, he’s looking mighty fine heading into winter! 
The departure of Lachy horse has opened the door of opportunity for Packer and as we might have 
guessed, the acquisition of a horse in the Glen Valley doesn’t come without its opinion and critiques 
from anyone who encounters him! With daylight hours minimal, frosty halters and icy fingers are 
working towards a master and apprentice combination on hikes in times ahead. 

Pigs

By Pippa 

We said a sad goodbye to our gorgeous piggies, Snowball and Napoleon, as they slept one final 
night at Mittagundi, before they were driven off into the sunset, and the Wangaratta abattoir. However, 
a few weeks later they were welcomed into their new, not so warm and inviting, pen - the freezer. All 
jokes aside, Snowy and Leo were really lovely pigs, and whilst I feel a little bit sad eating them, I 
know they lived happy lives. And boy do they taste delicious! 

When Tess and Gray, (our wonderful neighbours) heard that we no longer had our long-nosed 
friends, they very generously donated a lot of time and money helping us to acquire some new pigs. 
Thus, I soon found myself preparing the pen for its new little piglet guests. As the trailer carrying the 
pigs drove up the driveway (many thanks to Philip for all his help getting the pigs to us), I raced down 
from the gear shed only to discover the trailer was filled with… two ginormous, pregnant sows! It was 
quite the surprise, but even more of a surprise came when one of them gave birth to seven piglets 
just days after arriving! The two pigs (named ‘Pippadeli’ and ‘Ham-ish’ - the winning names from the 
raffle drawn at the city hop) are now sharing the mothering load and have settled happily in to pig life 
at Mittagundi.

Autumn Report  
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The City Hop 
By Tim

The much anticipated Mittagundi/Wollangarra Annual City Hop took place on the 28th of June, and 
was by every metric a success. The Collingwood Town Hall was filled with music, people, laughter 
and smiles. Drinks were drunk, dancing was done and support was supplied. On behalf of everyone 
at Mittagundi we would like to thank the community for your attendance and generosity.

Many people were involved in the preparation and running of this event. A huge thanks to the 
Briagolong Bush Band for the dance lessons, assorted announcements and the amazing music you 
provided to keep our toes a tapping. Thanks Billie for taking the lead and all the stresses associated 
with organising the event and keeping everything running smoothly. Thanks Thea for welcoming 
everyone into the foyer with your wonderful voice. A big thanks to the bar staff, soup chefs, everyone 
who helped clean up, and the assorted past staff who took on different jobs so we could have a 
boogie. Another thanks to Roe Gooch for feeding and sheltering us on our way into the big smoke. 

Finally, thanks to everyone for putting the fun back in fundraising. 

Christmas in June 
By Geordie

There was a murmur in the valley for the word had got around 
that Snowball (the pig) was on the table - she weighed 148 
pound! Our first pork roast of the year was brought in with friends 
of Mittagundi from (not too) far and wide. It was a brilliant night of 
laughter, stories and a delicious feed. Our way of saying a 
massive thank you to the local community that has helped us 
from the word go and is still astounding everyone with their 
generosity. It very nearly was a white Christmas with the valley 
providing yet another gorgeous clear and cold night, however 
this only added to the jovial nature of the night. Thanks to Joy, 
Tess and Gray, our humble dining hall was transformed into a 
winter wonderland that helped kick off what was a jolly, jovial and 
extremely enjoyable night. 
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Winter Follow Up 
By Anunaki

With the end of June came the beginning of our winter programs - 
kicking off to a fun start with our Winter Follow Up expedition. As the 
first of our follow up programs it was quite an interesting and positive 
experience to see all the young people returning to Mittagundi, 
already orientated to the place and ready to mingle with friends they 
had either been just introduced to or had previously met. The easy-
going and inclusive nature of the group certainly made our work a 
whole lot simpler! 

Featuring cross-country skiing, the program also gave the leaders an 
opportunity to practice some snow-based activity skills we will be 
needing for the months ahead. Leaders and young people jumped 
on their skis and slid their way through sparkling, snowy country up 
to Fitzgerald’s hut. Three days followed full of fairly equal levels of 
excitement, fun and challenge as we played on the icy downhill 
stretches, threw crazy snowball fights, made cool snowy figures and 
traversed the land on skis with packs on our shoulders. Also plenty of 
gratitude for the cozy, beautifully built Fitzy’s hut and its warm wood 
and iron hearth.

It was great to have the support of some friendly faces keeping 
things ticking along on the farm in the form of Ferg, Ruby, and Nick 
Lorenz (he seems like the only one who needs a last name!).



Thank you… Without the generous contributions that we receive from the Mittagundi community, we 

would be unable to run the programs that so many young people deem “life changing”. Mittagundi is a collaborative effort, 
a place created over many years, and with the help of many people; whether they are young people contributing to the 
farm, volunteers giving their time and skills, or much needed donations of money and goods. This only goes a small way to 
acknowledge you…
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THANK YOU FOR THE 
FINANCIAL SUPPORT! 

Greg Marks
David Burder

Dubskey Lang Foundation
Robert Castles

Peter Hay
Fiona Smith

Ross Johnston
The Freemason Foundation

Andrew Lang
Rod Harris

Fiona Smith
Henry Salmon

Neri Brewer
Doug Millen 

Johan Top

BIG THANK YOU’S! 

Coffee Basics - Coffee donations
St Philip’s - Snowshoes
Stuart and Meredith - Horse and piggie 
help
Bloggs - so many phone calls!
Derek in Eldorado - Fixing the pump, 
again!
Jack & Faith - Much advice and a 
nights rest
Meryn Shaw - staff gifts
Mike Heff - Taking Lachy Horse to his 
new home
Anna Turner - for lending us her float
Tess and Gray - organising us some 
piggies!
Phillip Neilson - Bring us some piggies
Duncan Johnson - donating two pigs
Kath and John Clarkson - Op shop 
goodies
Hume Equine Centre - Vaccinations
Jakob Malmo - our new milker, Monica
Peter Roper - use of his hut for 
Autumn programs
Billie Violet - organising the City Hop
Matt & Maree Feutrill - hand tools
The Gibson Family - new chainsaw 
chaps
Gordie - installing the hot water 
service at Ian’s
Matt Gallagher - installing our new 
lights 
Anneke Top - installing our new lights
Rod and Lea Paton - pigs
Vic and Joy - pigs
David Batty - delicious care package 
for staff
Alli Walker - staff care package
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If you would like to help Mittagundi here is how you can
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Mittagundi is a non-profit organisation that receives no funding from the Government. Our 
programs are heavily subsidised and we are reliant on a fantastic community of supporters for 

about 30% of our operational costs. 
Name:          

Address:   Post Code:                                                

Email:   Phone:       

CHEQUE ATTACHED FOR $

I have made an electronic deposit to your Westpac Account of $

on     /              ACCOUNT DETAILS:    Westpac Bairnsdale   

         BSB 033653  A/C 630000

Please debit my:   Visa/Mastercard    Name on Card:      

Card Number:      Expiry Date: CCV Number: 

Signature:        

DONATIONS CAN ALSO BE MADE VIA THE WEBSITE: http://www.mittagundi.org.au/donate/
             

 Cross country ski boots (bar) 
 Ski poles 
 Sleeping bag stuff sacks 
 Hike Boots (high ankle) especially 
large sizes (12+) 

 Dripper pipe for the garden 
 Wheelbarrows 

What is Mittagundi?
An independent, non-profit organisation with outdoor programs available to all young people aged 14-17.  

It was established over thirty years ago with a commitment to provide opportunities for young people from all walks of  life to live 
and enjoy the challenges of  a remote and simple lifestyle.  

On our classic outdoor program each group of  boys or girls will spend ten days in a beautiful part of  Victoria’s high country; 
bushwalking, camping and abseiling from nearby cliffs, rafting the Mitta Mitta river and work alongside leaders to operate a pioneer 

style farm. During winter, school groups cross country ski and explore the alpine environment of  the Bogong High Plains.  
The atmosphere at Mittagundi is simple, honest and happy. There are no watches, no timetables and no money. Instead there is an 

opportunity for young people to live and work together in an environment where people matter more than anything else.  
Mittagundi is run by a professional and passionate team of  volunteers and a whole community of  support.  

To book into a program or be involved with Mittagundi please visit our website 
 www.mittagundi.org.au  or contact us on 0467 678 818 

Check out our list of  essential resource needs below. Any financial help you can provide this year to purchase these 
items would be immensely appreciated!  

Or maybe you know someone who can help? Give us a call on 03 5159 7238

RESOURCES WE NEED
 Nalgenes for food  
 Straw for the Garden 
 1 inch poly pipe fittings 
 Gumboots 
 Oven mitts (cotton not silicon) 
 Chainsaw chains 
 Wood-splitter handles (not axes - we have 
plenty!) 


